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scheduled in one of Windows server 2008 but kept getting a
return code 2 every time it runs. Task Scheduler successfully

completed Result: The task completed with an exit code of
(xx). The most common exit codes are: 0 or 0x0: The operation
completed successfully. 1 or 0x1: Incorrect. One reason for
Scheduled Tasks not running occurs when associating them
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Scheduled Tasks are prevented. I found another thread on
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Windows Hi. On Windows Server 2008 I have a scheduled
task that calls a .bat file. The fist step in the .bat file is write to a
log file to the same directory in which the. This step-by-step
article describes how to troubleshoot scheduled tasks in
Windows XP and in Windows Server 2003. If scheduled tasks
do not run, you can use several. Message Script %3 (ID %1)
failed to produce route for dialed number %4 with call type of
%5 (ID %2). Description A call with dialed number %4 and call
type %4. I have a scheduled task on a Windows 2008 R2
server. The task includes a Start In directory entry. The task
runs, and the batch file it runs does what it. I have a scheduled
task that executes perfectly well in Windows XP Pro but the
same task in Windows 7 returns a "0x2" under "Last Run
Result". According to the. error
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tasks in Windows XP and in Windows Server 2003. If
scheduled tasks do not run, you can use several. Result: The
task completed with an exit code of (xx). The most common
exit codes are: 0 or 0x0: The operation completed
successfully. 1 or 0x1: Incorrect. Hi. On Windows Server 2008 I
have a scheduled task that calls a .bat file. The fist step in the
.bat file is write to a log file to the same directory in which the.
One reason for Scheduled Tasks not running occurs when
associating them with a password-less Windows user account:
by default Scheduled Tasks are prevented. I found another
thread on this:
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Windows I have a scheduled task on a Windows 2008 R2
server. The task includes a Start In directory entry. The task
runs, and the batch file it runs does what it. I recently had a
task job scheduled in one of Windows server 2008 but kept
getting a return code 2 every time it runs. Task Scheduler
successfully completed Message Script %3 (ID %1) failed to
produce route for dialed number %4 with call type of %5 (ID
%2). Description A call with dialed number %4 and call type
%4. Task Scheduler is a component of Microsoft Windows that
provides the ability to schedule the launch of programs or
scripts at pre-defined times or after specified..
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